
c/P/R EXAMS ,za:ls 200089
ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

Time:2hours] I Fuil Marks : 50

Notes : (i) Answer all questions.

(ii) The figures in the right-hand margin indicate full marks for the questions

1. Answer all questions :

-*_
(a) lf tf 2'- ' - 32, finci the value of x.

lx10=10

(bJ Find the values of k for which the system of equations x+(k+1)U=5 and
(k + 1)x + 99 = 8k * t has no solution.

(c) Rationalize the denominator of
1 _

2-5J2

(d) Frnd the HCF and LCM af 12, 15 and 21.

{e) Find the sum of a1} odd numbers lying between 50 and 100

--2 -.n If P = frZ and Q = ?:, then find the value d PO 
.

(g) Find the vaiue of 2 sin2 30" - 3 cos2 45o + tan2 60' .

(h) Two dice are throv.,n. Find the probability of getting sum 7.

{4 Find the value of p, if 3x2 + 4x+5p = 0 has equal real roots

(i) Find the value of p for which the points (*1, 3), 12, p1 and (5, *1) are collinear.

2. Answer any fiue questions : 3x5:15

(a) A sector is cut frorn a circle of radius 21 cm. The angle of the sector is 150".
Find the length of the arc and the are a of the sector.

(b) TLre angle of elevation of the top of a tower at a distance of 150 m from its foot on
ahortzantal plane is found to be 60'. Finci the height of the tower.

(c) The parallel sides of a trapezium are of the lengths 2O crn and 29 cm and non-
parailel sides are of the lengths 12 cm and 15 cm. Find the area of the trapezium.
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{d) The sum of the third and the seventh terms of an AP is 6 and their product is 8
Find the sum of the first sixteen terms of tire AP.

oo
{e) l{actotlze x'-A-

{f) Solve the following system of equations

21^61-
-J, --*=Jxaxa

lgj Show that

3" Answer any fiue of the following :

, ,1 la.b . ,,\/bc t 'llca["']' .[ "'1' .["'I _1

["'.J ["".J [""J

(a) Theareaof thebasefloorof acanonicaltentis 154 m2 and itsvolumeis 1232 ms.
Find the cost of the canvas required to make the tent at the rate of { 24 per rn2 .

('lt) Five years ago, a man was seven times as o1d as his son and five years hence the
man's age will be three times his son's age. Find their present ages.

{"} A sells an articie to B at a profit of 3O% and B sells it to C at a loss of 2A'h. If
C pays f, 520 for it, at what price did A }:uy the article?

(d) Twa men and five wornen can do a piece of work in 4 days, while one man and
one woman can finish it in 72 days. How long would it take one man to finish
the work?

{e) Show that the points (7, 1O), (-2, 5) and (3, -4)' are vertices of an isosceles right
triangle.

{f) Solve :

9x+2 -6(3'*1)*1=o

(g) Ti;re mean of 200 items was found to be 25. If at the time of calculation, two
items were wrongly taken as 32 and 50 in place of 42 and 15, find the correct
mean.
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